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BEACON
HILL
MURDER
David Andrews was found stabbed to
death in his basement apartment at 35
Hancock St., Deacon Hill, last Sunday,
April 7. The police discovered the body
shortly after he was murdered at approximately 4: 35 p.m. Andrews was found
with his hands tied behind his back and
he had been stabbed about 50 times.
In his late twenties, Andrews worked
part-time while attending school. Andrews was studying to become a teacher
of deaf-mutes.
A close friend who met Andrews every
afternoon for coffee and who saw him last
~· ... .
on fhursdav' before the murder told GCN
that .. lJavid didn't go out much. Ile went
to the Cowardly Lion. t.·ar1i,v:i1 or Sporters about once a week and rm sure he
wouldn't go home with anyone he didn't
know."

gay pride
week
Approximately 20 women and lllen attended the first meeting to plan Gay Pride
Week at the Charles S'.reet Meetinghouse
last Tuesday evening. The parade in New
York City is set of Sunday. June 30. Local
plans so far consist of the Boston Parade
Saturday, April 22, which will officially
begin Gay Pride Week here.
Many of the participants felt that .. we
are work-shopping ourselves to death" and
should do something different this year.
A discussion on what Gay Pride Week has
been in the past and what people would
like it to be in the future was expressed by
several. '·We're always centering conferences and workshops around ourselves and
the purpose of Gay Pride Week is to let
straight people know that we exist and
are proud of what we are." This comment
was picked up on and people began discussing-the possibility of an action o·riented week of activities. The meeting then
became a brainstorming session in an effort to get together as many ideas as possible. Suggestions ranged from repairing
the Charles Street Meetinghouse, night
time entertainment - gay poets, singers,
dancers, and guerrilla theatre to one of the
· favorites, "How Many Gays Does It Take
(Continued on page 2)

GAY BILL STATUS

35 1lancock Street, Uoston, scene of murder
Witnesses saw a man running out of the
apartment with a kitchen knife at the time
of the murder. The alleged murderer was
described as a male in his early twenties.
5'6", J 50 pounds, dark colllplexion,
moustache and black shoulder length hair.
He was wearing blue jeans and a navy blue
parka with a fur collar.
As of this time no further details were
available. Police told GCN that they had
no leads and anyone with information
should call the homicide division of the
Boston Police Department.

H.2627, dealing with discrimination
against homosexuals in state civil service
jobs, received a favorable report from the
Public Service Committee of the Massachusetts Legislature, after having been amended to allow the civil service com• mission to determine when the sexual
preference of a job applicant ••will prevent
the s~tisfactory performance of the job
reqtlirements of a position.'·
As amended by the commit tee, the bill
also covers removal from a job " ... sexual preference of a person shall not be
considered as just cause unless such ...
preferences are related to the unsatisfactory performance of the requirements of an office or position.''
Th~se amendments weaken the bill by
allowmg the commission discretiort to
make exceptions, and by encoding the idea
that homosexuality per se ca11 be just
cause to fire or a reason not to hire. Ironically, this notion created the very need
for an antidiscrimination bill in the first
place.

Without the amendments the bills
would have been killed in cofnmittee.
Lobbyists for the bills considered campaigning against the amendments but decided it would be too confusing. The vote
on t~e House floor may have occurred by
the time you read this, and will indicate
which Representatives are at least to some
extent supportive of gay rights.
H.~60 I, the bill to repeal the sodomy
law'. was given an adverse report by the
Jud1c1ary Committee on April 3 and sent
to the House Rules Committee by the
House_ on April 4 at the request of Representative Barney Frank, one of its sponsors. This was to allow H.2627, which
could draw more votes. to be voted upon
first.
The major antidiscriminalion bills
H.2524, H.2525, S.4 and S.5, have b~en
approved by the Commerce and Labor
Committee-to be sent to the Senate but
have yet to be turned in officially to the
Senate Clerk,

COFFEEHOUS E COULD CLOSE
The Board of Trustees of the Charles
Street Universalist Church is holding its
Annual Meeting on Monday, April 22.
Tentatively scheduled for discussion is the
question of whether or not the Meetinghouse Coffee House will remain open for
another year.
The Church, itself in financial difficulties, must decide between the philosophical versus the financial commitment to the
project. Interviewed by GCN. ,Dennis
Thomas, manager of the Coffee House
expressed confidence that the Church '
would make a f:.ivorable decision at the
meeting.
According to a financial statement just
released for the meeting, income has su fficiently met all expenses except the additional utility cost incurred by the Coffee
House, which has been estimated at $200
per month: This expense has been absorbed by the Church and therefore
makes the continuation of the Coffee
House an issue. Founded to provide a
receptive environment for all people, it
has served as an alternative to the bars for
many gays.
The Trustees of the Ch~1rch have been
very supportive of the purpose of the
project, but as the Church falls deeper into
debt, each project must be scrutinized.
Thomas explained that the figures were
confusing, and pointed out several items
which needed explanation. During the
year, $2,500 was spent on equipment, a
cost that was necessary to start the opera-

tion but has now been paid off and
should allow for future profit.
· Another point brought out by Thomas
was that substantial improvements and
repairs have been made on the building
from Coffee House rect:,-.s, and this benefit to the Church is in effect a "hidden
profit.''
On the other hand, expenses have not
been realistic, the staff consisting of either
volunteer or grossly underpaid workers.
Thomas said that the five "paid'' staff of
!he operation have never received cash pay.
_ mcluding himself. The only benefits include meals, cigarettes, and occasional
other expenditures for the group. which
includes Rev. Randy Gibson and his family. This expense was termed ''minimal"
and never exceeds $ 150 a week, total.
Petty cash slips are kept for all these expenditures. Thomas elaborated.
Losses in cash discrepancies of approximately $15 per week and food losses of
approximately $40 are some of the problems plaguing the operation. The arrival
of a cash register this week should alleviate some of the loss.
As for support from the gay community, Thomas explained that the Coffee
House was in fact doing more business
than other establishments in the area. He
expressed gratitude for the continuing
patronage of the Coffee House by the gay
community. The advent of good weather
and the outdoor tables was noted as producing much needed additional revenue
soon.
Recent events sponsored by the Coffee

House have not aided to its financial
condition. The dance held during the New
England Gay Conference showed a profit
which had to be used to reimburse expenses for repair of the speaker system
and the cleaning of the hall. The supper
also held during the conference was a financial disaster since food was ordered for
500 persons and only 250-300 people attended.
The Board of the Church will be evaluating these costs in terms of its financial
needs for the coming year. A projected
minimal budget calls for over $18,000,
and the source of the money is not yet
apparent. Last year'.s fund raising total
from all sources was only $7,000. The
yearly utility bill alone is nearly $5.000.
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break-i ng down
stereotypes

Lighthouse Cafe, Lynn, Mass.

oppression in Lynn
Stories keep floating into the GCN office about the gay situation in Lynn, Mass.
The Lighthouse, a Lynn gay bar, is surrounded by three straight bars, and the
problems and harrassments caused by
straights has kept gays away from one of
their few meeting places.
The Lighthouse is well known among
older gays who found it to be one of the
few bars catering to a gay clientele years
back. Over the years the Lighthouse has
become notorious for its depressing atmosphere which is composed of frequent beatings, police ra_ids; terrorizing by Hell's
Angels and complete unacceptance by
Lynn residents. It is almost a super human task to Come--out, and the obviously
gay person in Lynn is considered to be
asking for <1nd descrvin!,! a lot of trouble.
GCN received a call rrom a gay man
who said that his fear of straight people
had reached such a point that he was

APA
recap
The American Psychiatric Association
stopped officially regarding homosexuality
as a sickness last December 15 when the
board of trustees voted l 3 to O with 2
abstaining to remove Homosexuality from
the diagnostic and statistical manuals.
Soon a petition was drawn up and circulated which called for a referendum of all
of the association's 22,000 members.
The results of that vote were made
public on Monday, April 8. With a little
less than half of the nation's psychiatrists
voting, 58% were in favor of the board's
decision, 38% against and 4% abstained.
The original resolution was a slightly
watered down version of a resolution
which first passed here by the Massachusetts Psychiatric Society. The main gripe
that has been expressed from coast to
coast by gay activists is the addition and/or
the wording of the new category that was
added ... "Sexual Orientation Disturbance.'
The resolution passed by the trustees
described the ''disturbance" as follows:
.. This category is for individuals whose
sexual interests arc directed towards per
sons of the same sex and who are either
bothered by, or in conflict with, or wish
to change their sexual orientation .... ,
Also passed with the resolution was a
fairly strong civil rights and sodomy law
repeal statement which stated that 'the
American Psychiatric Association deplores
all discrimination against homosexuals in
such areas as employment, housing, public
accommodations and licensing ... "

afraid to go out on the streets at all. Due
to the bus schedules many Lynn gays are
unable to come into Boston at night if they
intend to return home. Gay women are
hassled as much as men. One story related to a GCN reporter was that of a gay
woman who, becoming incensed at the
harrassment and physical intimidation she
was taking froma member of a motorcycle
gang, got into a fight with him and stabbed him in the stomach. The woman had
to leave town and cannot return since her
safety is in jeopardy.
One man called last week and spoke
desperately about the need for some sort
of rap group or gay organization on the
North Shore for gays who can not travel
to Boston. This man gave GCN a phone
number for people to call if they are interested in starting any type or group. Minutes later, however, this same man called
back to say that he had changed his mind
for '"it w'ould be almost suicidal" for him
to attempt to organize gays in Lynn.
It is hoped that some gay organization
can be started so North Shore gays may
socialize without harrassment or fear.
Until then the Lighthouse will be the
chief mcetirig place for individuals whose
needs arc somewhat fulfilled by this club
and who dare to defy all harrassments in
order to be gay and proud.

A fashion show by, for, and about the
gay community has been pulled together.
This Friday evening the "Gay ls a Way"
fashionganza will be presented at the
Louis XIV Ballroom, the New Somerset,
400 Commonwealth Ave., Boston. About
forth gay women and men, professional
and non-professional, have coordinated
what will become the first annual all-gay
fashion show in the U.S., perhaps in the
world. And the most significant aspect of
this event is its sincere attempt to break
down the stereotypes of both gays and
"men and women."
"Fashion Show" is a phrase which commonly causes a sour expression on the
faces of many gay people, especially
women: and rightly so. Fashion shows
are usually a medium by which society is
taught the latest .. mold" or stereotype.
And along those same lines, male and female role playing is reenforced. Most of
us in the gay community could easily continue this list of offensive characteristics
related to the phrase "fashion show' ' but
it wouldn't be worth going into here. Instead, this should be mentioned:
What's so different about this show'/
Well, first of all, a fashion show can be
more than just an exhibition of clothes.

news,....,shorts
NEW YORK -- After Dark magazine recently refused to carry an advertisement
for Mercury recording artist Steven Grossman unless the copy was changed so that
the word "gay'' did not appear. An ad
for Steve's first album, Caravan Tonight,
did appear with a pitch that said that
·'Steve is a 'different' musician." in the
latest edition of After Dark.'

+

bulletin
board
Depending on community response,
some people arc trying to get together a
bus to go to the Maine Gay Symposium
next weekend. The bus will leave from
Harvard Law School Saturday, April 20 at
I a.m. and will cost $12.80 per person
round trip. Anyone interested sh6uld contact the GCN office at 426-4469 as soon
as possible.

+

+

+

Hancock County, Maine, Gay Group is
sponsoring a picnic on Sunday, April 21 as
part of the Maine Gay Symposium. The
group will be leaving the Student Union
at 9 a.m. sharp for Mt. Desert Island.

+

+

+

HCHS Bookstore is looking for artists
and craftspeople to exhibit their work for
sale(?). We are also looking for; 1rtist s to
design gay greerino cards. If you arc interested in either of these ideas, please see
Judi at the bookstore on Wednesday
nights, or leave a message for her there, or
call her at (617) 628-3870.
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hairstyles and jewelry; it conveys total
looks and attitudes. Jt combines many
elements of style, music and, perhaps .most
important of all, commentary. The variety
a show creates depends upon its coordinators and only the sky is its limit.
There will also be extra guest appearancef of known designers and entertainers,
one of whom is Countess Lillian Bono,
world known astrologist-witch, who is
completing her latest book, "Star Gays"
about gay men and women and the stars.
There is also scheduled a cocktail hour
preceding the actual show.
Everyone with the show is volunteering
hrs or her time and energy. Proceeds are
to benefit the liomophile Union of Boston and the great expenses of this year's
law reform projects. Robert Dow, president of HUB, stresses, "The production
will be open to the general public as well
as the gay community. The gay person is
very much a part of the social structure
and is often the image-maker in all areas
of society."
"We hope that no prejudging ideas will
obstruct the success of this prescedentsetting event and that all who can contribute in any way are allowed to do so.
We look forward to future fashion shows
of our non-stereotyped community.''

+

+

ANN ARBO Ii, 1,lich. - A group of gay
women have attempted and probably failed here, in an attempt to bring charges of
discrimination against a local nightclub.
Nancy Wechsler, a city councilwoman,
who is also one of the gay women who
filed complaints. charged that City Attorney Edwin Pear has done ·n o investigating and made no con tacts with the filers
of the complaints.
The complaints against the manager of
the Rubaiyat because of his refusal to allow women to dance together after he allegedly became worried about the number
of lesbians attending the club.
Ann Arbor is one of the first American
cities to have an ordinance prohibiting any
discrimination because of sexnal orientation.

+
PHILADELPHIA

+
+
A bill before the city

council to prohibit discrimination against
homosexuals may possibly pass this year
because of diligent behind the scene action. The bill was introduced as a matter
of course and none of the backers gave it
much of a chance; but several backers in
the council have appeared. The Philadelphia gay activists plan to keep a low profile in order not to lose the support of
other potential backers. This is in direct
contrast to the tactics employed by the
city's gay raiders when Mark Segal won
fame by shaking the stodgy CBS studios
of Walter Cronkite earlier this year.

+

+

+

STOCKHOLM, Sweden - Marianne Hcrsegard underwent a sex change operation
last year to become a man. She married a
woman. Soon he/she found it impossible
to play the male role that was demanded
of her and went back to the surgeon to
become a woman again. GCN has no
information pertaining to how much the
whole thing cost.

+

+

+

TEL AVIV - A sex law reform bill was
introduced here this year but failed to
pass the Knesset vote. Although last
year's public opinion poll favored the removal of criminal penalties fo, homosexuality the Israeli parliament did not agree.

pride week ...
(Continued from page 1)

To Fill A Rhino Train." where gays
would ride the subway talking to straights
and explaining the '·Lavender Rhino."
· The group also decided to try and attract other gay groups in New Engfand to
join in with either a big parade in Boston
or in one of the large gay communities in
the area. A letter inviting all the other gay
groups to a picnic and the next planning
meeting was sent out last week .
This year's Gay Pride Week will stress
an '·action oriented, celebrative experience
rather than a sit down and let's talk about
it.''
Anyone interested in getting involved
with planning this year's Gay Pride Week
activities should come to the picnic (bring
your own food) Saturday, April 27 at I p.m.
in the Boston Common or come to the
GCN office for the meeting at 2:00. GCN
is located at 22 Bromfield St., Boston. For
more information call 617-426-4469.

+
The New England Gay Conference is just a memory but it left me
musing. Those of us who spent
hours planning it had high hopes
and great expectations for it. My
great expectation was that something concrete would come out of all
those workshops. If just one idea
congealed and became a reality
then all would not have been in
vain.
It was a thrill to walk into the lesbian lunch-time rap and see one
hundred and fifty women. My good
feeling evaporated when I heard the
same few berating the fact that this
or that had not been included in the
conference. I asked why only ·tour
women had shown up at all those
planning meetings only to be told
that what I had just said was u nimportant and irrelevant. I've been
hearing those same words from the
same person for five months now,
some of us are a little fed up with
attitude."
I told myself that the next rap
would be better. The rap was large
and split into several groups. The
first half hour was spent on discussing how much we hated all
men which is a good argument for
separatism. Somehow we got away
from that and the talk turned to "Our
Power." I supposed that meant power for all women but just to be on
the safe side I asked, "When you
say power do you mean for all women?" "Absolutely," came the cry
from the throng.
Tt1e rap broke up and some of us
drifted out into the rain. One woman
was overheard saying as she
passed, I have only two things in
common with all those women, my
womanhood and my gayness." A
sad commentary on something that
could and should be beautiful, "sisterhood"!
But the word "power" stuck in my
head and a week later a chance
came along for the women in the
gay community to put their power to
a very good use. Elaine Noble is
running for state representative and
what better way to use our power.
Elaine has been around and very
active long before some of us came
out of our closets and long before a
lot of women in this town "came
out."
11

11

.m.

r

She was on the steering committee of the Massachusetts Women's Political Caucus·and moderator
of Gay Way Radio for two years.
She has been . lobbying for the gay
rights bills at the state house and
has on many many occasions been
the only gay person at political caucuses around the state. She was recently appointed to the Governor's
Commission on the Status of Women and was instrumental in conceiving and implementing Gay Americans Day at the state house.
Elaine was going out on speaking
engagements when some of us
were still afraid the people next
door might find out that we were
gay. She has been on local TV
many times and two weeks ago she
appeared on national TV on the David Susskind show with Dr. Howard
J. Brown, formerly of Mayor Lindsay's cabinet.
I~ almost all of her activism she
has worked within the straight institutions; to do this Elaine has
made a conscious decision to live in
her own way, a gay woman in a
WHOLE community. This has left
~er in a vulnerable position; reJected by some straight women for
being gay and rejected by some lesb!ans for dealing with straight society. As she says, "You can't oper-

+

+

BOSTON SUNDAY GLOBE, April 14:
'Maine ruling allows women official use
of maiden names ... "
ate totally in the gay world." There
are times when gays attack her as a
"cop out." 'There are times when
people are not kind to each other."
Sidney Abbott summed it up
beautifully, "I've known groups of
women who sat around and r:1pped
and got into each other's heads. I'd
see the same group two or three
years later still rapping but· never
progressing. The way to beat the establishment is to infiltrate their
ranks." That is the only way gay
people are going to gain recognition, when we become part of the
system we can do our own thing.

+

+

+

- THE PILOT (America's oldest Catholic
weekly newspaper):
TORONTO, Canada (NC) - The Canadian section of the Lutheran Church in
America has given support to the province
of Manitoba for recently refusing to give
official recognition to a homosexual wedding. The resolution was in response to a
rec~nt situation in Winnipeg, where a
minister of the Unitarian Church conducted
a marriage ceremony for two homosexuals."
+
+
+

NEWSWEEK, April 8: "IDEAS/Across
the Frontiers of Sex." This is a lengthy
and informative article about ''James Morris a decade ago and Jan Morris as she is
now ... "

+

+

I'm not political, you all know that
but when we don't even want t~
work for a si?ter because sociability
replaces politics, then I think we are
beginning to stagnate.

didyoa see?
BOSTON GLOBE, April 5: ., Religion
group honors The Boston Globe. Globe
religion reporter Kay Longcope and
WCVB-TV producer Hubert Jessup were
presented awards last night by the Religious Public Relations Council , Inc., at its
annual ~onvention in Nashville.
Jessup and Ms. Longcope were voted
fellows of the organization.
The award to the newspaper, accepted
by Ms. Longcope, was given "in recognition
of outstanding service tendered to organized religion through the pursuit of impartial communications and as a testimonial
to its continued efforts in behalf of all
faiths to advance the spiritual life of our
nation."
Jessup was cited as producer of NCVBTV's Sunday program, ·'New J'leaven, New
Earth,'' while Ms. Longcope was honored
in "recognition of proficiency as a reporter
of religious news."
(Both Ms. Longcope and Mr. Jessup
have cover eel gay topics.)
THE REAL PAPER, April 17 : "GAY

NEWS: The first public gay advertising
campaign will grace the billboards on the

MBTA soon to make the gay community
less 'invisible.· The lavender rhinoceros is
the general image for the posters, Accord·
ing to Gay Media Action. the rhino was
chosen because it is much maligned, but
gentle, peace loving and tough when
crossed.··
(This week's Phoenix also reports about
gay advertising.)

+

+

+

TJJE REAL PAPER, March 20: ·Whitch,''
says Mike Baron, "arc four funky females
who've been knocking around the Boston
area for the past couple of years as a rock
quartet , hammering their sound together
in a long string of seedy bars. Some of the
players , includiI:1g Big Karen Brooks, organist, pianist and occasional basslst, have
trained at Berklee. All of them sing. Their
repertoire is mostly short rocking material
with Motown seasoning.
Whitch has put together some interesting original material , as well. Much of it
is Big Karen Brooks; but all the band members (including Little Karen Baldassare,
which explains that), write. When they're
up there wailing,they also break into lovely
four part harmonizing. You may have
heard their v~rsion of ·'Keep on Using Me"
on a prehistoric tape left at WBCN some
decades ago. Sometimes, on the bandstand, everybody will switch instruments
completely arbitrarily. But they do not
wear tassels.
They're a bargain $250 a night; act fast
before rising costs force them to raise

their fee."

+

+

THE NEW YORK TIMES BOOK REVIEW, April 14: Reviews Conundrum by
Jan Morris. (A Helen and Kurt Wolff
Book. · 174 pp. New York: Harcourt
Brace Jovanovich. $5.95.) .
+
+
+
BOSTON SUNDAY GLOBE, April 14:
"Feminists vs. Religion: Old ideas die
hard, by Kay Longcope (Globe staffer) ...
The basic images that have kept us from
becoming fully human are built into our
religion, into the very concept of a divinity
being male."

+

+

by Jonathan Cross
A Commentary on area entertainments of
gay interest
STICKY WICKETS
James Ivory's long overdue surrea1ist
comedy about the Rise and Fall of Human
Civilization, Samges, has at last arrived in
town and is being New England premiered
at the Allston Cinema. It's a complicated,
many-leveled, ironic, mock-. anthropolorical, mock-sociological allegory of man's
rise to culture and his decline to decadence
-the latter mostly represented by Ms.
Ultra Violet frenching her lesbian lover.
The mm is a symbology, whose storyline involves a tribe of Stone-Age types in
mud masks who are interrupted in a ritual
slaughter by an errant croquet ball -· one
ritual intruding on another. Ivory uses
croquet throughout Sa11ages as a central
image for the contrivances and empty
social elaborations which make up civilization but Alice in JIJ011derla11d, this isn't.
When the ··Mud People'' come upon an
abandoned Pierce Arrow and , finally, a
v_ast, elegant 19th Century mansion , the
film emerges from grainy black and white
to sepia and. finally. to full color.
Told this way. Savages seems heavyhanded and obvious. but on screen , it's
somewhat less tiresome and moralistic than
it sounds. Ivory concocts some wonderful
wordless images of the ·'primitive sensibility" encountering the complicated claptrap of High Victorian country house life
·the top hats, the jewels, the books, the
eyeglasses, the gorgeous toy sailboats, all
the useless, and unavoidable, paraphernalia and artifacts of that weighty lifestyle.

The set-piece of the movie is an extended dinner-party sequence. After our
former mud-folk, now cleaned and dressed and practiced, hava assimilated themselves into the manners and mannerisms
of "civilized life," they foregather to
mimic its words and gestures. Here Savages becomes a parody, both broad and
delicate, of the whole literary-dramatic
tradition of drawing-room drama and
comedy. Civilization, Ivory is saying, (and
not fo_r the first time), is only the thinnest
of veneers, only a series of half-learned
responses. Beneath the decorum and the
manners, beneath the deferences and the
social niceties, beats a savage heart. And
so on. All of which could be banal and
truistic, except that Ivory says it with
tongue firmly in cheek. The whole film,
from its art-deco titles. to its silly 11011sequitur dialogue and German voice-overs,
to its arch, campy songs, ("Steppin' on a
Spaniel,") is one cynicism piled on another. You can't catch lvory; he's always
one ironic jump ahead, busily undercutting
his own half-serious implications.
Savages is a rich plum- puddinf,of a
picture, stuffed with carefully confusing
imagery, delicious tid-bits of business, including some heartless transvestism, and
dozens of splendid, subtle, comic turns.
Whether it all means anything is a question
we're much too diverted to ask and the
film is much too clever to answer, even if
we did.

The Gay Cruise-Aider
A GUIDE TO NEW ENGLAND'S GAY BUSINESSES AND SERVICES. We hope you
enjoyed the Gay Cruise-Aider's coverage of the Boston-Cambridge area in last week's GCN .
In future issues , the Gay Cruise-Aider will continue to list busi!lesses and services to the
gay community throughout New England. The next installment will cover Northern New
England (Vermont , New Hampshire, and Maine) .
We need your help in completing the list (especially for areas outside Boston), and in
keeping up to date the list we have so far compiled. If you have a gay business , or know
of one which welcomes gay people, clip the coupon below and let us know too.

I suggest the following enterprise(s) for a listing in the Gay Cruise-Aider:

name·(& address, if known)

comments

Please mail this coupon to: GCN/GCA
22 Bromfield St.
Boston, MA 02108
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10 April 1974
Dear GCN:
Congratulations on your great new format which certainly is a far cry from the
mimeographing days. Can we even dare
hope that 'little old Boston' could be the
home of an East Coast 'Advocate' some
day? The entire staff of GCN should be
lauded for their tremendous work on the
newspaper and in a larger sense, their work
for the Freedom of Gay Persons everywhere. Right on, GCN! Keep putting it
·
all together!
In love,
Dick Stebbins

11 April 1974
Dear People,
Congratulations on the new format!
Loved this issue -- especially The Gay
Cruise-Aider! I share your enthusiasm
and trust this will indeed be the start of
considerable growth and other good
things for our newspaper. You all deserve
a lot of stroking for making a truly fine
thing happen.
I've done a lot of verbal prisi-ng of GCN
for a long time but haven't offered much
except an occasional quarter in terms of
funding. Please accept this rather modest
check as a symbol of my continued SLIP·
port.
Must sincerely,
Greg Ford

REACT!!

To the Editor.
In discussions of the topic of women ·s
111011 knowledge but there is more.
separatism such as in some recent issues
We know that most gay men are aware
We have been informed of 111urders of
of GCN there is one crucial aspect I never
of the dangers invol-ved with the Combat
young people whose parents have stopped
find adequately discussed , namely how it
Zone-Park Square-Gay Village(?) scene.
all comment by police and press to prothat 111e11 arc the primary cause of
is
Yet we feel the need to warn people anytect their own and their child's reputation . women's separatism andwhat, therefore,
way.
These reasons are very understandable
men could do if we wanted to toward renMurders and brutal heatings of gays ocbut under present conditions we have litt1,· dering unnecessary this division we say we
cur with greater trequ1.,1H:y than is ever ·
to protect us from any homicidal maniac.
deplore. (I refer in what follows to sepknown by the generai public. The reasons
Whereas the degree of responsiveness of
aratism as a basic ideology, not to arrangevaried.
are
information
of
lack
the
for
the police to our needs may be argued: it
ments such as segregated CR groups that
Often the victim is afraid of pressing
can be said that until more is out in the
are seen as provisional and practical ne·
charges or even reporting incidents of
open there can be little public pressure to
cessities.)
violence because of the need to protect his
clear the truly dangerous persons out.
First among the habits that would apreputa,icw with friends, family , and job.
Need we remind readers that even the
pear to make women's separatism necesWhen violence is not terribly extreme the
murderers involved in the widely publicized sary vis a vis even mixed gay organization
attacker can always say that the victim
··Arboretum Murder'" arc free men, peris a lack of concern among the latter for
made a pass at him and will almost always
haps among us?
women·s issues: for example most men
go free. This is all still prct ty much comappear to sec no incongruity in appealing
to women's organizations such as NOW to
carnp,dgn
Tl 1e purpose o f GCN 's "Make It llappen" fund raising
t
,;,; · ist to. raise
.
the ad option of gay rights legislasupport
a total of $6,000.00, half through donations and h:111 t 11roug11 9 _'' 111 e1cs
is called coalition politics
that
tion
bearing loans of 12, 18 and 24 month s duration. This money will be us_cd,to
while at th e sam e tim e the mixed or alldefray office and staff cost s for the next six months whil e the quality. s11.c.
mal e gay groups do nothing to support the
.
and circulation of GCN is improved , br111g111g you a bc_ttci GCN •
Equal Rights Amendm ent or free compComplete information 011 GCN's " Makc •lt Happen· campaign appears Ill
issue No. 35, Feb. 23.
S.ubscribe to
The box on the front page shows the campaign progress to dat e. We need

you,

"'YE'S'; T;L(""i°j MAKE IT HA pp EN"
--•· · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·
D Here is my contribution of $ . ....... .... , .
D I will volunteer my services to help raise money .
D Contact me regarding an interest-bearing loan to GCN ($ 100 minimum)
D I will volunteer to help paint, fix up, and move into GCN's new office.
D Enclosed are my ideas on ways to raise money to Make It Happen.
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rehensive day care -- that would be called
a distraction from our primary goal. But
the whole idea of the in fact inadequate
term coalition is for people to help out
along the lines of each other's primary
goals: the pattern of support ought not to
be one way. Only when mixed and allmale gay groups begin to support all the
basic women's issues will a majority of
now separatist women even consider a
broadening of their own perspective, too.
A second major cause of women's separatism is the failure of most men, including gay men, to combat within and among
· ourselves the sexist and even misogynist
points of view we say we don't share, a
failure that makes it difficult for some
women to perceive even many gay men as
allies. I shall offer just one example of the
sort of failure J have in mind, which occurred during a discussion of sadomasochism at the recent annual New England Gay Conference. In that discussion a
seemingly enlightened fellow who is himself involved in S&M explained the significance of what for him are symbolic
acts of reconciliation between his basic
socialist and feminist feelings and a sexual
attraction to the ultra-masculine to which
he was in effect conditioned at an early
age: but another individual of far less enlightenment described himself, he thought
humorously, as a fascist, rambled on at
length about the need for order and discipline and in short put on an embarrassing show, only the most extreme details
of which were eventually challenged by
an ever more restive and numerically
dwindling audience. Hardly anyone, however, including me, as of the time I walked
out, challenged the continued right of this
man to hold forth in such a trivilized and
oppressive way in what ought to have been
a gay liberation atmosphere; it took us an
amazingly long time to take seriously the
anti-feminism of his misguided routine.
At the time and in later retrospect J tended to be glad that very few women happened to be there, but extreme as the
incident was, it offered a very graphic
illustration of why some gay women did
not attend even the conference as a whole.
Failure to take par·t in the struggle for
• specifically women's issues and failure to
combat sexism within and among ourselves are not by themselves an adequate
account of how men , including gay men ,
make women's separatism inevitable : but
they'll do for a start . And only when we
are doing more about them will some gay
women's perceptions of us begin to
change .
Ed Tynan

THANKS!!

22 Bromfield St.
Boston, Mass. 02108

SUBSCRIBE

We recommend 1ST CLASS for, all of W. Mass. , Boston 02112, 13, 15, 16,
18, Brookline, Belmont, Somer,ille, SE Mass., N & S Shore, 019s (Lynn and
most of Cambridge. 3RD CLASS, Boston 02114 (Beacon Hill), 02115 (Kenmore), Roxbury, Dord,ester, Framingham, Waltham and all out of state. Third
class delivery i.n some areas is quite poor; if in doubt, first class is recommend- ...
ed.
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Ceremony of Celebration
This is the program for a lesbian covenant, held at Edgehill
United Methodist Church, Nashville, Tenn., March 12, 1973. We
present it in its entirety for its quality and the interest of our readers.

Ceremony of Celebration
May 12, 1973
INTRODUCTION
"WHAT DO YOU HAVE TO DO WITH US,
JESUS OF NAZARETH?" - David Rainey
SONG-"The King's Highway"
1
I know not where the road will lead
I follow day by day,
Or where it ends; I only know
I walk the King's Highway,
Yes, I walk the King's Highway.

2

,,,,

I know not if the way is long,
And no one else can say;
But rough or smooth, uphill or down,
I walk the King's Highway,
Yes, I walk the King's Highway.
3
And some I love have reached the end,
And some with me may stay,
Their faith and hope still guiding me,
I walk the King's Highway.
4
The way is truth, the way is love,
For light and strength I pray
Till through the years of life to God
I walk the King 's Highway,
Yes, I walk the King's Highway.
5
The countless hosts lead on before,
I must not fear nor stray ;
With them, the pilgrims of the faith
I walk the King's Highway.
6
Through light and dark, the road leads on
Till dawns the endless day
When I shall know why in this life
I walk the King's Highway,
Yes, I walk the King's Highway.
COMMITMENT, AND THE IMPORTANCE OF
MAKING IT PUBLIC-Bill Barnes
SONG-"Song of Celebration"
1
As we gather in celebration,
Let us lift our hearts in song.
Witness the union of people together,
In common we share what is more than life
long .
Alleluia, alleru; allelu
Alleluia, allelu, allelu.
2
Toiling alone is often distressing,
Our thoughts seem apart from the work in demand ;
But friends can shower dur moments with sunlight,
Lending grace with a helping hand .
Alleluia, allelu , allelu
Alleluia , allelu , allelu.
3
Friends, be patient, choose love as your giving,
Capture the secret that others convey ;
Let your hearts be a witness to living,
Let each heartache speak out for today,
Allelu ia, allelu, allelu
Alleluia, allelu, allelu .
4
As we pass in celebration
Peace be unto all who bring
The joy of living to brothers and sisters ;
Let the Spirit resound as we sing ,
·
Alleluia, allelu, allelu
Alleluia , allelu, allelu .
MAKING THE COVENANT
We say our covenant to each other
We exchange rings
Our covenant is consecrated
OUR COVENANT WITH EACH OTHER
I believe in the power of the love that we
feel for each other, with the full realization that
romantic love in itself is not enough to sustain
or to be sustained by a relationship . Our 1ove
seeks not merely to perpetuate itself; it is built
on and nurtured by the process of growth in
each of us, individually and together. This process is not always easy, but I believe that there
is ultimately joy beyond the pain that may be a

necessary part ot growing . Paradoxically, as
we grow individually, we grow together; as we
grow in wider circles, we grow in depth. I like
the way Fromm expresses this: " If I truly love
one person, I love all persons. I love life. If I
can say to somebody else, 'I love you,' I must
also be able to say, 'I love in you everybody. I
love through you the world. I love in you also
myself'."
bo you share with me the· conviction that
our love and growth nurture each other; the belief that if either process ceases, both will die ;
and the commitment to foster the processes of
love and growth within our relationship?
Based on this shared view of the nature of
our love, I commit myself to maintaining our
relationship as. long as there is in it the possibility for love and growth for both of us. Because of my faith in the ultimately positive nature of the process in which we are engaged, I
say these things to you, in the presence of our
friends, with joy and without fear, believing that
it is possible for this process to continue as
long as we both live.

*

*

other people. What matters here is not numbers, but intensity. In the long run, human relationships are the most important thing in life."
We feel the intensity of your support of us
as individuals and of our relationship. You are
the most important people in our lives, for as
we have shared the knowledge of our relation ship with you , we have experienced a strengthening of our relationship. You are very special
people to us ; we have chosen you to be our
community of support.
We have done .this consciously, knowing
that our relationship would probably have sickened and died if it had continued to exist in absolute secrecy. We now know the importance
of including others, of asking for their support in
times of trial, and of sharing with them in times
of joy.
Although we have talked about this with
each of you individually, we think it is important
to state our covenant with you as we state our
covenant with each other. We therefore ask
you, our community of friends, if you will try,
insofar as it is possible, to continue to extend to
us your support of our relationship, to offer us
your assistance in times of difficulty, and to
share with us your joys and sorrows. If this is
your intention, please respond by saying, "I
will. "
Response -

*

I see our relationship as a constantly changing, multi-faceted process of growth and life
and love. I see our relationship involving love,
joy, and pain - a wide range of experiences .
We will inevitably hurt each other; we will love
each other; we will rejoice together - in the
end nothing that we can do will alter the fact
that we will experience these, for that is the nature of life.
I see us as two distinctly separate people
who have decided to share our most intimate
and vu1n·erable selves with each other. We recognize that our relationship cannot encompass
all of both of us, but it can touch the parts of us
that are expressed in relationships with others.
Our lives are greatly enriched through our love
and commitment to each other.
Do you feel that what I have said about our
relationship accurately reflects your understanding of it?
Since that is the case, this is what I promise
to you in full knowledge that our covenant will
have no meaning unless we. both accept the
responsibility of maintaining it: I accept that responsibility willingly knowing that times may
come when fulfilling that responsibility may be
the last thing I want to do ; I promise to you that
I will constantly try to be open , direct and honest with you , that I will love and live with you as
long as we both feel that our relationship is lifegiving for both of us together and individually
- and right now, I see that being for the rest of
our lives.
INVOLVING OUR FRIENDS
We believe, with Bonhoeffer, that "there is
hardly anything that can make one happier
th;m to feel that one counts for somethinq with

I will.

Having asked for your support and friendship, we now state again our intention to share
with you the joys and sorrows of your own lives
to the fullest extent possible. We will always
consider you to be the most special of all
friends; and even though distance may separate us from you , our love for you will remain,
and we will remember your importance to our
lives and our covenant with you.
SONG-"The Gift of the Wise" -

Bill Barnes

Here is a flower I'm giving to you ,
Take it to wear in your hair.
Golden its color, it glistens with dew,
Proclaiming the love that we share.
Please do not ask -.yhy I'm giving it now.
Take and rejoice in its radiant hue .
It won 't feed the hungry or help one know how ;
It merely says I love you .
In a world filled with madness and napalm and
hate
Flowers seem foolish to give.
Perhaps somE. are right , it's already too late,
The time has passed when one could live .
Nevertheless here are some flowers ,
Blossoms of love and delight,
Reminding us both of the hope that 's in us,
That morning will follow the night.
Notice the color, the fragrance , the texture ;
See how it catches the sun .
Cradle it gent1y, it's easily destroyed ,
Like so many good things begun.
Soon it will die, no matter, whatever;
Its beauty is quick as a sigh.
Flowers, like people, exist only briefly,
So don 't pass them hurriedly by.

It's A Gay

World
The following is an excerpt from the 19 72
National Institute of Mental Health Task
Force on Homosexuality :

In some cultures, such as those of the
Siberian Chukchee and the Aleutian Koniaga, an institutionalized role of berdache,
or shaman, is provided for adult male
homosexuals. These men adopt feminine
dress, activities, mannerisms, become
" wives" of other men, and assume the
"female" role in anal i.ntercourse. Their
social status may be high. Male · homost1.uality in some socieities, for instance
among the Keraki and Kiwai of New
Guinea, is an institutionalized feature of
puberty rites. Thus. all males must engage in homosexual practices, either as
initiates in the insertee role in anal intercourse or as married or unmarried males
who perform the insertor role . Such practices are believed to be essential for male
growth and strength. It has also been reported that all men and boys among the
Si wans of northeast Africa engage in
homosexual practices ; married and unmarried males have homosexual and
heterosexual li:?.::;ons.

CHARLES STREET
APPAREL
123 Charles St.
Hand Made Shirts
Men's Clothing
10 percent discount on any purchase with this
ad
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STEVEN GROSSMAN
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claSsified CL ASSIFIED classifiedCLASSIFIEDclassified CL ASS
apartments
SUBLET MAY OR JUNE
Clean, sunny, spacious 1 bedroom apt.,
wood panelled, hdwd floors. Good location for 1270 and Cabaret. $159.
Call 266-7639 after 4, please keep
trying.
APARTMENT FOR RENT---BR, LR,
· kitchen and bath. Carpeted and clean.
Some furniture available. Rent based
on what you can afford. Owner occupied house. Call after six and weekends; keep trying. (617) 241-7925.
WF, 26, looking for peaceful apt. outside of city. Prefer small single apt.
but could share with together happy
people. GCN Box 042.
SOUTH END SUBLET
Now or June 1st. Beautiful 1 bdr.
apt. in delightful Rutland Sq. Call
247-1345.

FOCUS
A Journal for lesbians, put out by
Boston DOB. New, exciting format.
60t sample copy, $5.00 for 1 year.
Send check to DOB, 419 Boylston
St., rm. 323, Boston, MA 02116.
GAY LIBERATION BOOKS
Glad Day Bookshop, 139 Seaton St.,
Toronto, Canada. Over 200 titles &
25 gay periodicals. Send 251:, for catalogue.
FEMINIST SEX MANUAL, body
awareness and pleasure & techniques;
role behavior, $2.75. Rainbow and
Lightning Collective, CambridgeGodard, 5 Upland Rd., Cambridge,
Mass.

help wanted
FEMINIST POLITICAL NEWS
Business-minded feminists interested
in working on a political paper? We
need women to do fund-raising &
advertising. Call (617) 265-8315.

Grad. student needs apt, own room,
pref. quiet near MBTA around April
1. Call Tom 566-5267 evenings.
Lechmere Square-4 rms. unfurnished,
gas & gas. Very reasonable. Adults
retired, 1 or 2 people preferred. Tel.
after 6 nights (617) 268-4342.
SUBLET
Desirable downtown Boston office/
studio space to share w/ gays. Reasonable price. Write GCN Box 060.
FREE RENT
To share: 1 large house in woodsy se'ction of Jamaica Plain. Pay only your
share of utilities. Plenty of parking,
gardening, living space. One year only.
GCN Box 054.

cars
1964 Caddy convertible, fully powered, needs minor repairs. $100 or best
offer. Call 267-6683.
Want to be in touch \Vith gay mechanic or someone who knows a lot
about cars. Female or male. GC'N
Box 032_

GAY BI STUDENTS
Work on golf course part time spring,
full time summer, live in accommodations if desired. GCN Box 022.
Here:s your chance to be a radio star:
Closet Space, heard Sunday mornings
at 10:30 on WCAS (740 AM), is looking for help. If you're interested in
writing, production, or being on the
air, call Gay Media Action at 868-5729.
Volunteers needed to work Ior a free
alternative ambulance service. Emergency med~al training provided.
Prior medical and/or counselling experience helpful. Pl ease call 26 7-915 O
and leave your name and number.
Volunteer needed for hotline counseling. Call Shelly at 267-9150.

jobs wanted
l\lALE SEEKS JOB
English major. e\p at office work,
insurance or data process control.
Good worker. Congenial. has had
exp & prefers some public contact.
GCN Box 025.

lost & found

for sale
READ LA VEND ER WOMAN
A lesbian newspaper, news, features,
poetry, politics, views, reviews. Subs
$4/yr. Sample 50i. Write P.O. Box
60206, 1723 W. Devon, Chicago, Ill.
60660.
GOOD GA y BUTTONS & BOOKS
The HCHS Bookstore has a growing
selection or good gay books. Hours:
Mon.-Thurs. 6-9 p.m., 419 Boylston St.,
4th floor ; ring night bell 4 times.
FRESH HERBS!
are richer in flavor and vitamins. Tintilla te your tired cooking and jaded
appetite with our fine growing pots of
herbs, CARO NS. 641-0597.
BOSTON CHAUVINISTS AND
TOURISTS. Don't be put down in
Milwaukee, Duluth, or Pocatello.
Wear your LAMBDA/BOSTON button proudly! Stamped, self-addressed
envelope plus 25c each button, 5 for
$1, to GCN Box 5 l.

LOST: Steno notebook containing
personal journal/diary; lost in Cambridge, probably near the kio,k at Harvard Square; 011 April 3. Call (617)
547-9560.

organization$
:VIETROPOLITAN COMMUNITY
CHURCH meets for worship every
Sunday at 6 :45 p.m., I 31 Cambridge
St. (Old \Vest Church). Fellowship
hour 8:15 p.m. Rev. Lawrence Bcr11ier and Rev. Nancy Wilson, pastors.
All persons arc welcome. Telephone
523-7664.
WORCESTER GAYS COI\IF OUT!!
Join us Sunday nights at 8 for general
mtg. Mon. night raps , 82 Franklin St.,
3rd fl., l\1&f welcome. For further
info write, W.G.U., Box 359, Fed.Sta.,
Worcester, Mass. 01610 .
GAY CATHOUCS -- DIGNITY
Join Dignity, a national group of gay
Catholics with active religious social
education programs. Write Dignity ,
1105 Boylston, Boston 02215.

GAY
WHEN?
WHERE?

MAY

pen pals
Bi Male, 22, would enjoy corresponding
with other guys (25-40) in R.I. and
S.E. Mass. Also poss. long-term rel.
Am 6 ft., solid build. Reply GCN Box
05 .
RAISE MY CONSCIOUSNESS
Teenage GM wishes to correspond
with others. I want to experience
other people. Freaks are especially
desired. Enrich my life. Write GCN
1
Box 049.
PENPAL GREENLAND, CANADA
BiWM, 18, would like corresponding
to any foreign bi or gay students, etc.
I like Nordic mythology, Tolkein,
rock music, Boston, New York, country. GCN _Box 023.

personals
GF, late teens, would like to meet another GF in the Nashua, N.H. area. I'm
into nature, music, grass & Spring.
Write GC'N Box 059.
GOODGAYBUTTONS&BOOKS
The HCHS bookstore has a growing
selection of good gay books. Hours:
Mon.-Thurs. 6-9 p.m., 419 Boylston St.
4th floor; ring night bell 4 times.
GAY FEMALES
GWf, 22,' would like to meet same for
friendship & hopefully lasting relationship. Likes music & outdoors. Have
own apt. & 2 cats. Reply Bo, 058.

RHODE ISLAND ANYONE??
Yng M student desires to meet to- ·
gether. males 20-40 for good times and
poss. more. I like music, movies, outdoors, and good food & wine. I am 6'
150 lbs_, br. hair & eyes., avg. build&'
looks, Please 1.:-ply w/ photo go: Box
1313, Anne ., Station, Providenl'e, R.I.
.....,
02901.

____ _______

FRILNDSIIIP.\\'ANTED WITII .M
G\Vl\1 student would like to meet
other students under 23 into smoke,
movies, sports, tennis, skii1w:, dininv
travel, and non quick se,. GC'N Bo~~
035.
Educ creative I-", 29. tall, sks liberation
thru lv+rrndshp with together I·. I Iv
always had strong gay feelings but
strctly hctero rdationships. \\'ish to
realize lesb or Bi nature to relieve cont1ict + make choice. GCN Box 039.
GAY SH.KS Slill!LAR
l\lalc. 40s . uninhibited. warm. sincere,
attr., great times, can trnvel. GCN
Bo, 041 ,
w';-itc your representative today. "Tomorrow is the greatest fool l know,
ncepting those that put their trust in
him. "

GF seeks GFs in New Hampshire area
for friendship with 30+ sincere. Call (60~) 332-7284. TO JEMS ON YOUR FOURTEENTH:
Today and always, because of baseball
and battlefields, because of Pennsylvania and Pumples, because of all the
things we've done together and all
we've yet to do, because you're my
cherished cherub, my dimpled devil,
my baby brother ... I love you, I love
you, I love you. (And just wait, we
are going to go to Europe someday!)
Miss you,
Bcrjerntiubs.
THE LAVENDER RHINO SAYS:
come join .MIT-SHL at their spring
dance, April 26, 9-1, Walker Memorial
142 Mero. Dr., Cambridge. Donation
is $1,25 ($1 if you bring a flower) &
free beer for the 1st 100.
FREE P-TOWN WEEKEND
DOB raffle, all-expen.se paid weekend
in Provincetown at the P'town Inn for
two. Weekend of your choice. $1.00
per tisket __:availablc at DOB raps.
CSMH, GCN, IICHS, Maine conference
... almost everywhere! Drawing at end
of Gay Pride March iry_ June.

MOVING TO N.Y.
in J u11e bound for school. Gays living around llyde Park (N.Y.) or knowing of places of interest for gay
males in this area please write to
GCN Bo, 037.
GWM, 28, 125 lbs., dyed blonde, looking for black or white gay male to
live in. Age 20-35. Possible lasting
rdutionship. Lynn area if possible.
GCN Bo, 015.
ATTLNTION CAl\lBRIDGE PEOPU-:
- Phone your senators: LoPresti and
l\lcC'ann to support House Bills 2524
and 2525 . Call: 727-212 I and invest
in your future - Gay or, Straight or Bi.
Gl\1 , 20, wld lk to meet other gays

M-1 : interested in group camping &
hiking trips. Let's get together. Write
GCN Bo, 050.
HAVE A CAl\lERA? ·
E:\hibitionistic G\W,I, 27, 5'9", 155
lbs., average good looks, seeks Bostonarea guy with camera for sex 011 film .
Have place_ GCN Bo, 043.

THE GAY GUY'S GUIDl:

■

Gay whalers,. butchers, barkeeps, botanists, bankers, bookbinders, brokers,
basketweavers, editors, electricians,
electrolysistsists, elevator operators,
employment counselors, entertainers,
exterminators, exorcists ... If you
are gay anC: in business, or if you welcome the patronage of gay persons,
send your name and address for application for a FREE listing in Gay Community News to GCN/GCA, 22 Brom- ·
field St., Boston 02108, .
FIRST GAY FASHION SHOW in the
world comes to Boston, Apr. 19,
Louis XIV Ballroom, the Somerset,
400 Com. Ave. Professional, top
names; designers, featurin_g the liberated look. 16 females & male models.
Limited seating. Tickets at Tysons,
HUB, Out of Town.

SUPPORT GAY BILLS
Phone your Senator(s) immediately
727-2121
to support anti-discrimination bills
H2524 and H2525. Invest in your
future.
GWM-CAPE ANN-NORTH SHORE
GWM, 40, black hair, 150 lbs., school
teacher, invlved in gay community,
wishes to m.;e_t GWM 28 to 38 yrs.
old with interest in art, music, fun
and gd times. GCN Box 027.

---------- --

IN SEARCH OF FRIENDS?
Are you gay? Tired ~f bars, Esplanade
Looking for an answer? We are a
group of Christians, and we've found
the answer . l\tCC/Boston, 131 Cambridge St.
MALE 34 SEEKS LOVER NOW
Bank worker living in Back Bay looking for long relationship. Life is too
short to suffer. . I like music, beer,
wning and clean living. GCN Bo, 024 .
GAY PHOTO SERVICES
Sympathetic, qualified pre-professional
photographer, specializing in gay portraits, singles, couples. Call Dan at
(617) 277-2484.
GAY IS A WAY - F ASHJONGANZA
HUB benefit - the liberated look April 19, Louis XIV Ballroom, Somerset " 6 : 3 0 cocktails, 8: 00 sho~ time,
8 men, 8 women models, $7. For
tickets 5 36-6197.
TO THE BEST THERE IS!
Ger.
I lo~e you more than anything else.
Together-Forever in love,
Em

at the Charles -St. Meeti~ghouse
I

~

~

BOSTON'S
FIRST
GAY
SUPPER CLUB
Specializing in Italian and French Cuisine
Featuring Live Entertainment

$1 dorption

•

Dancing

LOUNGE OPEN 11 :30 a.m. - 2:00 a.m.
LUNCH 11 :30 a.m. - 2:30 p.m. MONDAY-FRIDAY
DINNER 5:00 a.m. - 12:00 p.m .

Sponsored by Univ. of Massachusetts Gay Union
ALWAYS PLAYING
THE FINEST IN
LL MALE-X RATED MOTION PICTURES!

1\JEW SHOWS EVEHY V',EDNfSl)~Y'
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LOOKING FOR FRIENDSHIP
GWF (age 23-30) for friendship & fun
to enjoy & share life with GWF (23).
I like music {rnd dancing, nature and
people ... How about you? Sharing
can be fun. GCN Box 026.

WATCH FOR MAY DAY
by MAE FAY _

MCC'-er, good build, inL in classical
music, books, travel. seeks alter ego
,\ ;'.h own place tor honest relationship.
GCN Rox 036.

COME ONE ... COME ALL!
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Mature gay male would like to meet
others 40 and up in Boston area for
friendship, conversation or what have
you. GCN Box 046.

SFX ISN'T EVERYTHING!
GWM, 5'1 O", 175, 40, non-smoker ,

May 3rd at 9:30 ... until ...
Arlington Street Church, Boston
(corner of Boylston & Arlington St.)

.. DANCE

WHAT DO YOU FEED A RHINO?
Money! Support the MBTA ad campaign. $3.50 for one ad for one
month-$10 for three months. Send
checks to Gay Media Action-Advertising, 43-45 Hano St., Allston, Mass.
02134.

II

CA.SA. D
22 Avery St. (Next to the Avery Hotel)
Phone 426-4173 for Reservations
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IFIE:D classified CLASSIFIED classifiedCLASSIFIEDclassified C
GAY MOTHER - PhD
Living in suburbs west of Boston
would like to find other women ln
same situation out here - like kids
animals, books. Write GCN Box 045.

PHOTOGRAPHY
"WOMEN+ MEN IN LOVE."
Prof. G.F. photographer offers unique,
discreet experienced services for your
photographic desires! Gay portraits,
marriages, parties, sport functions,
animal studies. Your film developed
& printed. Slides, prints copied. Custom printing, photos+ albums restored. Business, portfolios, brochures, architecture, theater. Rush
services on request. Reasonable rates.
Call: (617) 566-7041. Write: V. Q.
Taylor, Box 49, Waverly, Mass. 02179
BOSTON AREA -- W. ROXBURY
Shy GWF, 28, w/ sm son; 5'7",
plump, RN & student. Likes quiet
times, Saints, Whitch. No smoke.
Seeks GI' in sim. sit. for love &
friendship. GCN Box 047.
GAY WOMEN WORC. STAT!:, COLLEGE interested in getting together
for raps, social, political or to help
organize a gay womens student
union at WSC. Call Lynn (617)
755-2793.
I LOVE TO MEET GUYS for fun,
games, good times. Age 18-29 only.
I'm 6'2", 200 lbs., brown eyes. You
name it I do it to you OK OK. GCN
Box 048.
GAY f'REAKS WIIFRE ARE YOU?
GW~I. 28, 5 ' 10", 145, attractive long
hair, moustache; likes music, books,
nature, smoke, sex; intelligent , sincere, crazy , seeks local freak of siml
descrp for serious longterm friendship.
GCN Box 044.
Are you middle aged and alone'? Let's
match ourselves up and see if two GWM
can find a common ground to be friends
on! Write GCN Box 056.

or

PROUD
BEING GAY?
Well-adjusted friendly sincere WJ\1,
24, 6', 165, masc, hairy, gdlking with
interests in sciences and arts, seeks
yng men for friendship plus. GCN
Box 033.
WAYNE AND TOl\11\lY
and Lee, l\likc, Charlie, George, Chris,
Dave, Paul and Bobby D.: I want to
thank you all for easing my coming
out.
--Paul
A LOT PROUDER
You've come a long way . . . in the
past 5 years gay lib has seen millions
of people become healthy, happy and
proud. For the past 5 years the members of the llomophile Unio11 of Boston have been forerunners in this
movement of dancing and smiling.
talking and learning, supporting and
enjoying one another. As a member
of the future you arc greeted with
highest lespect into our joint march
f,,r dignity and friendship. To join,
c~ ·,tact: llUB, rm. 509,419 Boylston
St.. Boston. 5 36-6197.
BUY A RHINO AD!
Sponsor gay ads· on MBTA. $3.50 will
pay for one ad for one month, SI O for
3 months or send donarion to: GAY
MEDIA ACTION-Advertising, 43-45
Hano St., Allston, Mass. 02134.

lnclud'- oreo code in oll telephone numben appearing in ad.
Replie, to boa numbers .hould .be sent to: GCN ClassiHed 8o1

N•mbor .... , 22 Bromfield,St., Boston, MPu. 02108.
No od, o«op .. d by phone.
GCN rewrvH the right to edit or rei9ct odverti1in9 which moy
GCN ho, no control over clo11ified odvertiMn: hence, we connot
onure you that your inquiry wilt be on1wered or that the product
or 1ervice i,~ccurately prewnt.d.
Rote,: SO cenh per week for fiNt 140 chorocten. SO cents per
week for each additional 70 characters. Headlines 50 cents per
week for 25 characters.
Full name, address and telephone number of advertiser mu1t be
given with each ad. Thi, information is ,trictly confidential:

GBM, 21, 5'8" ,. med. build, semi-cute.
Like to exchange ideas and really get
to know other GMs. Write : Rodney
Stinson, 26 Hancock St., Boston, Ma.
02114 .

TT 111
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RIDE wanted to Florida in tli"e middle
of May for five people. Would like to
return approx. ten days later. Will
share driving, expenses. Contact GCN
Box 053.

C,ty _ _ _ _ _ Stote---Zip-Phon

roommates

ODD JOBS UNLIMITED: Name the
service and we 111ay provide it (if it's
legal and within reason.) Child-care,
house-painting. car-washing, windowwashing, dog-walking and innumerable
other services. Rates vary according
to the specific job. Call ODD JOBS
UNLir-llTLD at 696-8457 for more
information.

GAY WOMAN ROOMMATE WAN~
ED. Share semi-communal Brookline
apt with 1 \V, 2M . Own bdr111. It is
a creative. comfortable environment.
Call 617-266-7835.
Lesbian-fe111inist, 23+ to share Inman
Sq. apt., own room. part furn ., conv.
to MTA, stores. No pets, drugs. Prefer quiet lifestyle, quasi-neat. GCN
Box 052.

TYPESETTING FOR THE GAY
COMMUNITY . Use our facilities
(IBM Composer) to produce your
booklet, publication or whatever.
Good rates. (\Ve arc GCN's typesetter.) \\'rite : 13ox 69, GCN.

GWM, dyed blonde looking for blac-k
or white male to share bedroom. Age
20-40. $ I 2 a week. Call (6 I 7) 5954666.
--A-=P-=T,_.,\.,.:Vc..A~N-=T-=E-=D--

\\'llITCll
The all-women ' s band. For booking
info call Elaine, days 5 36-5 390. eves
289-8363.
VOICE LESSONS
Private instruction in sin!!in": classical, folk. sho11. etr.: spc~ch~ and dramatic interpretation. Serious students
only . Nicholas Scan Austin, ~I.A.,
experienced teacher-performer. Call
523-3213, ll'eckends.
COUNSELLING IN PROVIDENCE
Homophile Co111munity Health Service Providence. Open Wed. and
Tues. nights 6 :30-9:30. Call (401)
274-4737 fur an appointment. Qualified staff.

ORIENTAL ROOl\llllATE WANTED
by Caus. 111. Own rm in large house in
Boston. 266-64 I 2 Wed. & Thurs.
8-1 I p.m.

ALTERNATE DEGREE PROGRAM
If you since1ely want a college degree
& are genuinely involved with your fife
but_ cannut fit in tract. structure, join us.
Umv. w/o Walls, 266-26 I 2.
.

use one box·for each

11111111 f I I I I I I I II Ill 111111111111111)

RIDE NEEDED
Male freak needs ride to Austin, Texas
or thereabouts soon. Will share expenses. Please call collect 203-3891969 and leave your number.

PIANO LESSONS
Folk , pop, rock. jazz, blues, i111provisation, taught by an experienced pro.
Beginners to advanced. Call Lee 4-8
p.111. (617) 266-7835.

No copy chongu permitted. Thi, is a limited -time offu.

class1fled ad order form choroctor or •~ace

rides

services

Place a new or renewol 1ub.cription to GCN and receive a fNe
c'essified ad (25 character headline and 140-choracter od: additional characters ond bo• number cod Htro). Your free od will be
in1erted in:
one issue for o I 0-week subscription
two issues for o 25-week wbscription
th ree iswes for O 52-week subscription.

how ... r, w!<•:•olp,;ntyo•r•dwitho.tit.

GWM, 31 , fairly good looking, seeks
san_ie t_o 35 for fun and friendship.
Wme of yourself to Box 12, Essex Stat10n, Boston 02112.

WOIIIAN (M or F) RIIH' WANTU)
So. End apt w/ 111ale sister. Rent SI 00
+ sh util. Apt is dean, lg. , sunny. ww
carp. On safe street. Call eve. 2667679, Bobbi.

FREE CLASSIFIEDS

,.-ult in legal action.

GWM wanted. Male near 40, gd lkng.,
steady, sincere, gentle, attr., warm,
affectionate, days, for real friendship.
Well hung satisfaction. GCN Box 014.

GWl\l , 30, seeks apt with sa111e. Prefer
working guy in Central Sq. area . Not
into smoke or booze. P.O. Box 349
Boston 02112 .

Send classified ads to, GCN Classifieds, 22 Bromfield
St., Boston, Mon. 02108.
Deadline is noon of the Suknday prior to the issue date.
Box numbers are available at the rate of $1.00 ·(good for
six weeks). Moil for box numbers will be forworded to the
address you give us. Allow 4 characters in ad for box
number.

All od, mut,♦ be poid in advance. Mo~• chec~ or money order
po-yoble to "Goy Con\tl'lunity New," o, "GCN."

GAY BLACK FEMALE-HELP!!
In Boston l yr. Met very untogether
people.I'd favor friendships with together studs, fems, or cpls. Also seek
fem for meaningful rel. Age or race no
barrier. I'm 33, 5'2''. Phone and pie
. if poss, but ans. all. GCN Box 055.

FREE THRILLS (MUSICAL)
offered by MODAL COSMIC BLUES
ENSEMBLE - One-person medieval
sound w/ xylophone, kalimba. miniorgans. Get it while you can! Margo
(617) 232-4 I 81 eves.
GENDER IDENTITY SERVICE
Evaluations, counseling for men and
women with gender problems, transsexuals and heterosexual, TVs. Reasonable fees. Ans Svec Iv message
UN 4-8181 (617)

Chocl hero ;f hoodline ond fir1t 140
chorocten ore port
of o free ad with o
wbKription.
Number of weeh od
i,ton,n.

□
□

"Headline
at SOc: per Wffk
0Fint 140 charader,.
at SOc: per week
Each add'! 70 characten at SOc per week
801 number
at $1.00 persi1 weeb

-------------

' TOT AL ENCLOSED - - - •Free with ,ub,criotion

wanted
PLANTS , FRIENDS ...
Frustrated student _b_o tanist seeks
things to do. Plant-sitting, reproduotion, advice, help, field-work? Write
Ron Arruda, 114 Bowdoin, Dorch.
Down and out in Pans and Rome? No,
but in Boston I am, don't even have
a television. Will appreciate help, will
pay nominal fee S20. Write GCN
Box 040.

miscellaneous

SOUTHERN MAINE GAYS
Gay Right~ organization forming in
Portland and seeking members who
wish to help gay community in
Maine. Write G.R.O ., Box 4542, Portland, Maine.
GAY COOPERATIVE LIVING
GWM 28 seeks gays M and I' for
weekly rap sessions with intention of
possible coop living arrangement in
spring or fall. Call G,i_ry 782-9233 .
COME TO :v!E-GAY SYMPOSIUM
Apr. 19-21 at Ul\1O--- Workshops,
coastal mt. climb, Nath Rockhill/
NGTF. Morty Ma1ifor<l/GAA .

TIIE LAVENDER RHINO SAYS
come join MIT-SHL at their spring
dance . April 26 , 9-1 , Walker Memorial,
142 Mcm . Dr., Cambridge. Donation
is S 1.25 (SI if you bring a flower) &
free beer for the 1st I 00.

I'IRST GAY FASHION SHOW!
IN THE WORLD COMES TO Boston
Apr. 19, Louis XIV Ballroom, The
Somerset, 400 Com. Ave. Professional
top names; designers, featuring the
'
liberated look. 16 female & male
models. Limited seats. Tickets at
Tyson, IIUB, Out of Town.

FILIIIIIIAKl-:R , IDEAS WANTED
I lave iccbo, leftover color stock, pro
rn111cras. ,editing. sound equip. Want to
rnllaborate on some sort "ay theme
film (no porno) II'/ togetl;cr fi11~1maker not into hassling crank calls.
Reply GCN Box 034.

HOP BROOK COMMUNE
Gay country commune now peopling,
living, farming and loving together
ll'ith space for others. Write Hop Brook
P.O. Box 728. Amherst, ~lass.

I am' planning a workshop on "Gay
l\lcn Cooperating with Radical Women in a Common Anti-Sexism Stru1!glc," i.e .. Effeminism . It will be a part of the Amherst Gay Confcn:nce.
l\lay 3-5. I need help from others who
feel capable of doing this with me .
Please write: Jeff Keith, P.O. :Jox I 93.
Amherst, Mass. 0 I 002 .
GAY FILMS!!!
Community Films is looking for films
\~ith gay themes. Anyone knowing of
hims that would aid in the ed. of
both gays & straights call 776-7080.

Two gay brothers are writing a book
on Beacon Hill. Need a loan for supplies 'ti! book is done . Help'! Write
Satya, c/ o GCN, 22 Bromfield St
Boston, or call 227-5667.
.,
WHITCI-1
Watch for Whitch. Watch for \Vhitch .
\Vatch for Whit ch.
A surprise awaits drinkers Sat. & Sun.
between 12 noon and 6 p.m. at the
Last Call Upstairs Lounge, 22 Avery
St .. Boston.
I am looking for a bicycle, cheap!!!!'
Call (6 I 7) 227-5667.

RAFFLE
A weekend for two
Provincetown

Ann Maguire
John Lawrence
Linda Lachman
Joe Martin
Dennis Moore

All meals included, and lodging at Provincetown Inn
$1.00 donation
Drawing Gay Pride Week (June 22) after Gay Pride March
SPONSORED BY D.O.B.

Tickets from Sheri Barden, Geri Bidwell, Lois Johnson,
Kathy Baker, Laura McMurry
CALL 547-1451 FOR MORE INFORMATION

With:

News
Guests
Notices

Issues
Answers
Arguments

Join us each
Thursday evening
from 9-10 p.m.

Que,tions, comments, criticisms, complaints at 353-2186
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Please submit Calendar items to
"Calendar' Editor," c/o GCN, by
1 :00 p.m. Sunday prior to the issue date .

COM-ING •••
~

C

wed 17
Gay men and women who live in Charlestown are invited to Tom and Ian's for a
friendly evening of getting to know each
other. If you're gay, and if you live in the
Charlestown neighborhood, please come
on over! Call Tan at 426-4469 for details
and directions.

"Gay Is A Way," the gay Spring-Summer
Fashion Show, will debut at 8 p.m. at the
Louis XIV Ballroom in the Somerset Hotel. For further inforn1ation , see the story
in -this week's GCN.

sat20
MCC is holding a Children's Trip to the
Children's Museum in Jamaica Plain today.
The cost per child is 80 cents, and $1 .60
for adults. "Scholarships" are available.
People interested in the trip are asked to
meet at the Old West Church, 131 Cambridge St., at 1 p.m. For further info, call
the Rev. Nancy Wilson at 523-7664.

th-urs 18
Steven Grossman, the NY Gay folk singer,
will be appearing at Passim Coffee House
from Thursday, April 18 to Sunday, April
21. Passim's is located at 47 Palmer St.,
in Harvard Square. For further info, call
492-7679.
GayWay Radio will feature Dr. Howard
Brown, former aide to NYC Mayor Lindsay and NYC Public Health Administrator
and founder of the National Gay Task
Force who will discuss the Gay Task
Force and his own experiences as a proiessional, closeted gay culminating in his
participation as a prominent Lindsay Administration member. GayWay airs at 9
p.m. over WBUR, 90.0 FM.

fri 19
The long-awaited l\laine Gay Symposium
will open at 6:30 p.m. with registration at
Coe Lounge in the Memorial Union at the
University of Maine. The even in 's agenda
will include Vito Russo's presentation of
"The History of the Homosexual in Film"
and a social at the Ram's I-lorn Coffeehouse.

everyw eek
WEDNESDAYS
11 :00 am-Lesbian Rap Group, Women's Center,
SMU, N. Dartmouth
1 :00 pm-Gay-Straight Rap, SMU Gay Alliance,
SMU, N. Dartmouth
7:00 pm-Gay Support & Action, Unitarian Parish
House, Bangor, Maine
7:30 pm-SMU Gay Alliance, SMU, N. Dartmouth
7:30 pm-DOB Lesbian Mothers' Rap, 419 Boylston
St., Rm. 323
8:00 pm-Bisexual Rap, 419 Boylston St., Rm. 415
8:00 pm-Gaybreak Radio, WMUA, 91.1 FM, Amherst (first and third Wednesdays)
8:00 pm-BU Homophile League, Sherman Union,
Boston University
8:30 pm-Men's Rap, SMU, N. Dartmouth .
Evenings Gay Rights Organization, Portland, Maine

Elaine Noble, Barbara Gittings and Del
Martin ... at the Rutgers University
Homophile League's Fourth Anhual Conference on Gay Unity, starting at 9 p.m.
with a symposium on Gay Lib and Educatio"'

" ... In her bottled up is a woman pep•
pery as curry,
a yam of a woman of butter and brass,
compounded of acid and sweet like a pineapple,
like a handgrenade set to explode,
like goldenrod ready to bloom."
- from "The Woman in the Ordinary"
Marge Piercy of Wellfleet, Mass. , of
.
"Dance the Eagle to Sleep," and "IJreaking Camp," will read her poetry at the
Harvard Science Center in Harvard at 8
p.m. The Science C'e11ter is located at the
corner of Kirkland and Ox ford Sts. The
reading will be sponsored by the New
American Movement and the donation of
$ I will benefit the Women's Center.

Gay-in-Vermon't Spring Dance will be
held at 9 p.m.,_at 73 Church St. , in Burlington, Vt.

sun .21

Tonight from 9 to 1 ... The Spring Gay
Danee. Brought to you by the HarvardRadcliffe Gay Students Association, the
<lance will be held at the Harkness Common, near the llarvard Law School. Admission , $1, and free beer to the first I 00
arrivals.

The first annual Gay Spring Picnic will
take place at I :00 p.m. on the Boston Common hill. It is hoped that the picnic will
become a yearly event. A spokesman for
the picnic committee told GCN that ··we
spend so much of our time struggling, testifying, and fighting that we forget that
life is also fun. This will be a day to play
and forget all our worries.'' The picnic is
open to the entire gay community and
friends from all over New England. Bring
blankets, guitars, and kites. The picnic will
be potluck, so all are asked to cook up
something special to share with your sisters and brothers. Theatre. costumes, sing111g and dancing arc encouraged. Plan
;omething or just let it happen. Join us for
this day of fun and insanity.

THURSDAYS

SATURDAYS

10:00 am-Gay News, WCAS , 740 AM
7:00 pm-H .U.B. Wcmen's Open Rap & Phone (5366197), 419 Boylston St., Rm. 500
7:30 pm-MCC choir rehearsal, Old West Church,
Boston
8:00 pm-Lesbian Liberation meeting, Women's Center, 46 Pleasant SI., Cambridge
8:00 pm-DOB Older Womens' Rap, 419 Boylston
SI., Rm. 323
9:00 pm-Gay Way Radio, WBUR 90.0 FM

FRIDAYS

5:30-6:30 pm-Harvard-Radcliffe GSN, Brooks
House; info: 498-3096
7:00 pm-Wilde-Stein Club , Univ. of Maine, Memorial
Union
·
8:00 pm-Jewish Gay Congregation. Old West
Church, Boston

1 :00 pm-Boston 'Gay Youth, referrals & info,
536-6197
2:00 pm-Boston Gay Youth, open rap & meeting,
419 Boylston St., Rm. 509

SUNDAYS

10:30 am-"Closet Space, " WCAS, 740 AM,
492-6450
2 :00-4 :00 pm-Women's basketball, Cambridge
YWCA, Central Sq., Cambridge
.
3:00 pm-MCC Hartford service, 50 Bloomfield Ave .
4:00 pm-MIT SHL meeting, Rm. 1-132 (first & third
Sundays)
5:30 pm-Exodus Mass, St. Clement's Church, 1105
Boylston SI., Boston
6:00 pm-MCC Sunday School, Old West Church,
Boston
6:30 pm-MCC Boston services, Old West Church
7:30 pm-MCC Providence services, 410 Waterman
Ave., East Providence

Colby College in M<1ine will feature a poetry reading by Miriam Pelmer at 4:00 p.m.

Barbara Love, the woman who co-authored "Sappho Was A Right-On Woman!"
will be the guest speaker at the Charles
Street Meetingh0use on April 21 from 2
to 6 p.m. Barbara's appearance is being
sponsored by the National Organization
for Women.
The Stone Soup Poets will sponsor an All
Women's Poetry Reading at the Charles
Street Meetinghouse.at 8 p.m. Reading
will be Barbara Ho1Jand , Anna Warrock;,
Phyllis Sawyer, Jane Greenberg, Ann Crowell and Constance Wilcox.

wed 24
At 8 p.m. at the Charles Street Meetingh0use, the Beacon Hill Public Safety Corn1nittee will hold a public meeting. All are
urged to attend.

thurs 25
The Homophile Community Health Service will sponsor its Second Annual Conference on Homosexuality at the Old West
Church, 131 Cambridge St., Boston. The
keynote address will be given by Dr. Howard J. Brown of the National Gay Task
Force. Workshops will include the
Rights of Gay Parents, Historical Perspectives on Homosexuality, Counseling the
Homosexual: Pastoral counseling and Religious Considerations: the Adolescent
Homosexual Dealing with Parents and
Family, the Gay !vlovement: Politics,
Law, and Liberation. and a workshop for
Women Only.
8:00 pm-Worcester Gay Union, 82 Franklin St .. Worcester, Rm. 31

MONDAYS

7:30 pm-HUB Rap, 419 Boylston St., Rm. 509
7:00-10:00 pm-Bisexual Phone Line, 266-5347

TUESDAYS

6:30-9:30 pm-Boston Gay Youth, phone referrals &
info: 536-6197
7:00 pm--{,esbian Therapy Research Project, Women's Center, 46 Pleasant St., Cambridge
7:30 pm-DOB Women's Rap, 419 Boylston St., Rm.
323
.
7:30 pm-Providence MCC prayer group, 410 Waterman Ave., East Providence
8:00 pm-Brown Gay Liberation, 88 Benevolent SI.,
Providence
8:00 pm-MCC Boston Bible study; info 536-7664

